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Fiction

1945. The vote in the House of Lords as to who 
should inherit the Barrington family fortune has 
ended in a tie. The Lord Chancellor's deciding vote 
will cast a long shadow on the lives of Harry Clifton 
and Giles Barrington. 

Harry returns to America to promote his latest novel, 
while his beloved Emma goes in search of the little 
girl who was found abandoned in her father's office 
on the night he was killed. When the General 
Election is called, Giles Barrington has to defend his 
seat in the House of Commons and is horrified to 
discover who the Conservatives select to stand 
against him. But it is Sebastian Clifton, Harry and 
Emma's son, who ultimately influences his uncle's 
fate.

Best Kept Secret: Clifton Chronicles 3*
Archer, Jeffrey

Macmillan  •  H/B  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$39.999780230748248

Woody Creek is gearing up for its centenary 
celebrations – but for many of its townspeople, it’s 
just another reminder of the old days, when life was 
more simple. Not for Georgie though. Not having 
managed to move on herself yet, as the clock ticks 
over to 1970, she’s determined that the time has 
come. She’s not the only one of Jenny's children 
who’s grown up and is moving on. Having now 
inherited an estate in the United Kingdom, little 
Jimmy Morrison is now a man determined to make a 
new life for himself. 

For Cara, Woody Creek has been the source of the 
most devastating news of her life. She’s vowed 
never to step foot into the place again. But the old 
timber town has a way of getting under people's 
skins.

Ripples on a Pond*
Dettman, Joy

Macmillan Australia  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$29.999781742612119

Intrepid investigative journalist Scout Davis has 
given herself a holiday, but when Hermione 
Longfellow floats towards her in the supermarket, 
wanting to engage her services, she stops to listen.

Most people in Byron Bay are aware of the eccentric 
Anemone sisters. Always dressed in black, they 
rarely leave their home nestled in the hills. When 
Hermione asks Scout to track down sister Nemony’s 
AWOL husband, believed to have died at sea, but 
recently popped up again on the Great Barrier Reef, 
Scout jumps at the chance. Another source of 
intrigue falls close to home when Scout’s sister 
Harper despairs over her husband’s odd behaviour. 
And if that weren’t enough, Scout’s journalist 
boyfriend is finally coming home from Afghanistan.

Good News, Bad News*
Groff, Maggie

Macmillan Australia  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$27.999781742611938

It's 1958 and Woody Creek is being dragged - 
kicking and screaming - into the swinging sixties. 

Jenny's daughters, Cara and Georgie, are now 
young women. They have inherited their mother's 
hands, but that is where their similarity ends. Raised 
separately, they have never met. 

A mistake from Cara's teenage years looms over 
her future, but she believes emphatically in the white 
wedding and happily ever after myth. Georgie has 
seen enough of marriage and motherhood. She 
plans to live her life as her grandmother did, 
independent of a man.

Wind in the Wires*
Dettman, Joy

Pan Australia  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.999781742611952

This 18-copy $9.99 backlist bin includes:

9 x 9781742611952 Wind in the Wires

3 x 9780330425667 Pearl in a Cage

3 x 9781742610818 Moth to the Flame

3 x 9780330404020 Thorn on the Rose

Joy Dettman Backlist Dumpbin*
Dettman, Joy

Pan Australia  •  Bin  •  Point Of Sale

$179.829789991211015

A sweeping American novel about race, love, family 
and money set in the last half of the 20th century 

Hilton Wise is the son of one of the most powerful 
and wealthy lawyers in the United States. When he 
falls for Savannah, a young black girl he meets on 
Cape Cod during the summer of 1952, he has no 
idea that his passion for her will expose his father's 
deepest secrets. The result will shatter his family, 
and hers. 

Years later, unable to forget, Hilton abandons his 
comfortable life on the east coast and sets out to 
find Savannah. But as he struggles to right the 
wrongs he set in motion he comes to realise that 
forgiveness doesn't have a price. 

Wise Men
Nadler, Stuart

Picador  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$27.999781447202448



89-year-old Isabelle McAllister has a favour to ask 
her hairdresser Dorrie Curtis and it's a big one. 
Isabelle wants Dorrie, a black single mother in her 
thirties, to drop everything to drive her from her 
home in Arlington, Texas, to a funeral in Ohio. 

As they drive, Isabelle starts to tell her story: as a 
willful teen in 1930s Kentucky, she fell deeply in love 
with Robert Prewitt, the black son of her family's 
housekeeper-in a town where blacks weren't 
allowed after dark. The tale of their forbidden 
relationship and its tragic consequences makes it 
clear that Dorrie and Isabelle are headed for a 
gathering of the utmost importance, and that the 
history of Isabelle's first and greatest love just might 
help Dorrie find her own way.

Calling Me Home
Kibler, Julie

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$29.999781447227557

In kidnapping cases, the first few hours are vital. 
After that, the chances of being found alive go from 
slim to none. Alex Prévost is running out of time. 
And her abductor wants only one thing: to watch her 
die.

Police Commandant Camille Verhoeven has 
nothing to go on: no suspect, no leads, no hope. But 
as he begins to understand more about Alex, he 
starts to realise she is no ordinary victim.

Beautiful, tough, resourceful, always two steps 
ahead - the enigma that is Alex will keep you 
guessing till the bitter, bitter end. Before long, saving
her life will be the least of Verhoeven's worries.

Alex
Lemaitre, Pierre

Maclehose Press  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$29.999780857051875

Dad Lewis is dying. As the residents of Holt, 
Colorado pass in and out of his front door to voice 
their farewells, their prayers, their good wishes, 
Dad's wife and daughter work to make his final days 
as comfortable as possible, knowing all is tainted by 
the bitterness of an absent son. 

In the house across the street, a young girl moves in 
with her grandmother and is fascinated and 
unsettled by the memories that Dad's condition stir 
up of her own family's past. 

And down town another new arrival, the Reverend 
Rob Lyle, attempts to mend strained relationships of 
his own, as he faces up to his latest congregation.

Benediction
Haruf, Kent

Picador  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$27.999781447229728

As late summer steals in and the final pearls of 
barley are gleaned, a village comes under threat. A 
trio of outsiders - two men and a dangerously 
magnetic woman - arrives on the woodland borders 
and puts up a make-shift camp. That same night, 
the local manor house is set on fire. 

Over the course of seven days, Walter Thirsk sees 
his hamlet unmade: the harvest blackened by 
smoke and fear, the new arrivals cruelly punished, 
and his neighbours held captive on suspicion of 
witchcraft. But something even darker is at the heart 
of his story, and he will be the only man left to tell it...

Harvest
Crace, Jim

Picador  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$27.999781447211945

Actor Gwydion Morgan's dramatic appearance at 
Jessica Mayhew's psychotherapy practice coincides 
with a turbulent time in her own life - her husband 
has just revealed that he's spent the night with a 
much younger woman. Gwydion is good looking and 
talented but mentally fragile, tormented by an 
intriguing phobia. Jessica is determined to trace the 
cause of his distress. So when his mother phones to 
say he is suicidal, Jessica decides to make a house 
call. The Morgans live in a grand cliff-top mansion 
overlooking a rocky bay with its own private jetty. It's 
a remote and somewhat sinister place. On her visit, 
Jessica finds out that an au pair who looked after 
Gwydion as a child drowned in the bay in mysterious
circumstances. Could it be that Gwydion witnessed 
her death?

House on the Cliff, The
Williams, Charlotte

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$29.999781447229896

One boy is dead. A killer is free. Who is next? 

Detective Sergeant Jessica Daniel is first on the 
scene as a stolen car crashes on a misty, wet 
Manchester morning. The driver is dead, but the 
biggest shock awaits her when she discovers the 
body of a child wrapped in plastic in the boot of the 
car. 

As Jessica struggles to discover the identity of the 
driver, a thin trail leads her first to a set of clothes 
buried in the woods and then to a list of children's 
names abandoned in an allotment shed.

Think of the Children: Jessica Daniel Book 4
Wilkinson, Kerry

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$29.999781447236054

They think they are safe at home. Someone knows 
better. 

When a body is found in a locked house, Detective 
Sergeant Jessica Daniel is left to not only find the 
killer but discover how they got in and out. 

With little in the way of leads and a journalist that 
seems to know more about the case than she does, 
Jessica is already feeling the pressure - and that's 
before a second body shows up in identical 
circumstances to the first. 

How can a murderer get to victims in seemingly 
impossible situations and what, if anything, links the 
bodies?

Locked In: Jessica Daniel Book 1
Wilkinson, Kerry

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$19.999781447225645

Dead bodies are piling up for Detective Sergeant 
Jessica Daniel. Usually when a serial killer is on the 
loose, the pressure would be building to find the 
perpetrator but the victims are all hardened 
criminals themselves. 

The national media can't believe their luck with an 
apparent vigilante on the streets, while Jessica's 
new boss seems grateful someone else is doing 
their job for them. 

But things aren't so straightforward when forensics 
matches blood from the apparent killer to a man 
already behind bars.

Vigilante: Jessica Daniel Book 2
Wilkinson, Kerry

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$19.999781447225669



Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$19.99

Someone has left a severed hand in the centre of Manchester and the 
only clue Detective Sergeant Jessica Daniel has to go on is CCTV 
footage of a woman in a long black robe placing it carefully on the 
ground. With a lengthy missing persons list and frantic families wondering 
if the body part could belong to their absent loved ones, she has plenty to 
deal with - and that's before a detached finger arrives for her in the post.

Woman in Black, The: Jessica Daniel Book 3
Wilkinson, Kerry

9781447225676

Mantle  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$27.99

A young Don Juan is found murdered in front of his apartment building 
early one morning, and an elderly couple is reported missing after an 
excursion to the ancient site of Tindari - two seemingly unrelated cases 
for Inspector Montalbano to solve amid the daily complications of life at 
Vigata police headquarters. But when Montalbano discovers that the 
couple and the murdered young man lived in the same building, his 
investigation stumbles onto Sicily's brutal "New Mafia".

Dance of the Seagull, The
Camilleri, Andrea

9781447229926

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Romance

$19.99

Some rules are there to be broken... 

Ariel and Preston are happily married, and Ariel is determined to keep it 
that way. Preston is recovering from a stroke, but if he begins to piece 
together memories of the seventy-two hours prior to his stroke, then he 
will realize Ariel's hidden secret. Also privy to Ariel's exploits, Preston's 
secretary Michele has set her sights on a position of power.

Betrayal
Velvet

9781447231639

Mantle  •  H/B  •  Crime & Mystery

$34.99

In 1982, Sue Grafton introduced us to Kinsey Millhone. Over thirty years 
later, Kinsey is an established international icon and Sue, a number-one 
bestselling author. To mark this anniversary, Sue has given us stories 
that reveal Kinsey's origins and Sue's past. Sue Grafton presents 'Kinsey 
and Me', her first compendium of short stories. It features nine Kinsey 
Millhone short stories, each a gem of detection, as well as 
autobiographical pieces written in the decade after Grafton's mother died.

Kinsey and Me
Grafton, Sue

9780230771444

Quercus  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$32.99

1828. King Shaka has survived an assassination attempt. Important trade 
routes have been secured. Yet all is far from calm in the Zulu Empire… 
The bulk of Shaka's army toils in the diseased swamps of Mozambique; 
the white men at Port Natal have begun disobeying his laws; and enemy 
tribes are slowly infiltrating Zulu territory. Both king and kingdom are 
more vulnerable than ever. With Shaka increasingly withdrawn, it falls to 
the Induna - his most loyal warrior - and his trusted sidekick, to quell this 
disquiet.

People of the Sky, The
Golightly, Walton

9780857383310

Picador  •  P/B (B)  •  Poetry

$22.99

As the title implies, the collection is composed of three sections. 'Prose 
from Autumn in Gerona', a cinematic series of prose poems, slowly 
reveals a subtle and emotional tale of unrequited love by presenting each 
scene, shattering it, and piecing it all back together, over and over again. 
The second part, 'The Neochileans', is a sort of On the Road in verse, 
which narrates the travels of a young Chilean band on tour traveling north 
from Chile to Peru and Ecuador.

Tres
Bolaño, Roberto

9780330529990

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

Roxy Squires is one of the original TV ladettes. She's interviewed more 
bands and flirted with more A-listers than you could shake a stick at. But 
can she tell herself that her 15 minutes of fame might be over? Woody is 
a window cleaner. A few years ago, he was Britain's favourite pop star. 
Now, his window cleaning round brings him into contact with a disparate 
collection of former big names. Together, they form the world's strangest 
self-help group; but can Woody persuade his flock of failures to come to 
terms with life as ordinary civilians?

Could It Be I’m Falling In Love?
Prescott, Eleanor

9780857387172

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$29.99

Lilian and Eddie Jones have been the owners of Mulberry House for 
years, but now Lilian's worried about Eddie's health. Will any of their 
three sons step in to take on the business? Alicia, married to Hugh Jones, 
is a perfectly behaved wife and mother. But with her fortieth birthday 
looming, she feels the need for excitement. Maybe it's time to spice things 
up... David Jones is struggling to come to terms with his redundancy, 
while his wife Emma is desperate for a baby - whatever the cost.

Me and Mr Jones
Diamond, Lucy

9781447229957

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$29.99

Four AM on a wet stretch of the A1 and a driver skids out of control. 
Quick on the scene, Senior Investigating Officer Kate Daniels and partner 
DS Hank Gormley are presented with a horrifying image of carnage and 
mayhem that quickly becomes one of the worst road traffic accidents in 
Northumberland's history. But as the casualties mount up, they soon 
realise that not all of the deaths were as a result of the accident...

Deadly Deceit
Hannah, Mari

9781447230953

Maclehose Press  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

Chris and Julia - from the moment they meet Chris is dangerously close 
to love. But their very first date in Lübeck's Grand-Café Elzas is 
interrupted by S.A. Brownshirts. It is 1937 and Hitler's manic oratory is 
driving Germany towards war and fanaticism. The independence and 
freedom of thought that Chris finds so attractive leads Julia to 
emphatically reject the Nazi regime. It is not long before her courageous 
stance brings them both to the Gestapo's attention.

Julia
de Kat, Otto

9780857051110

Jo Fletcher Books  •  P/B (B)  •  Fantasy

$19.99

1900 BC: the once-proud Suryavanshi rulers of the Meluha Empire are in 
dire peril. The empire's primary river, the Saraswathi, is slowly drying up. 
There are devastating terrorist attacks from the east, the land of the 
Chandravanshis - and to make matters worse, the Chandravanshis 
appear to have allied with the Nagas, an ostracised race of deformed 
humans with astonishing martial skills. The only hope for the 
Suryavanshis is an ancient prophecy: when evil reaches epic proportions 
and all seems lost, a hero will emerge…

Immortals of Meluha, The
Tripathi, Amish

9781780874005

Quercus  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$29.99

Hollywood has come to Paradise, Massachusetts. And Police Chief Jesse 
Stone has been distracted from his duty by a beautiful young producer. 
But before Jesse can get too cozy, the leading star of the movie, Marisol 
Hinton, approaches him for help. Her meth-addicted ex is terrorizing her, 
and, expecting him to turn up in town, she grows increasingly frightened 
for her life.

Robert B. Parker's Fool Me Twice
Brandman, Michael

9781782064770

Quercus  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$29.99

Picture two people, young and in love. Picture them being separated from 
one another. Picture them keeping their love alive through letters. So far, 
so simple. Now imagine they've not just been separated geographically, 
but also historically. Imagine that their love and letters now defy time and 
place, life and death. By now you realize that this novel is unique. And, 
when you learn how it has made Russian literary-prize history, and has to 
date been sold in twenty-two languages, you begin to sense just how 
unique…

Light and the Dark, The
Shishkin, Mikhail

9781780871066

Quercus  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$29.99

At the end of a love affair, Alice journeys to Normandy to meet Guy's 
mother, the grandmother she has never known. She tells her 
granddaughter that, in spite of the troubles her family has faced, there 
was one true love story in her past. In the summer of 1942, Kitty is an 
ATS driver stationed in Sussex. She meets Ed, a Royal Marine 
commando, and Larry, a liaison officer with Combined Operations under 
the command of Louis Mountbatten. Kitty falls instantly in love with Ed, 
who falls in love with her. So does Larry.

Motherland
Nicholson, William

9781780876214



Jo Fletcher Books  •  TPB  •  Science Fiction

$29.99

A meteor known as Lucifer's Hammer is about to wreak destruction on the 
earth, and with the end of the world imminent, there is only one safe 
place to be. In the mountains above Seoul, American-Korean bio-
engineer Dr Kim Da Mi thinks she has found the perfect solution to save 
the human race. But her methods are strange and her business partner, 
Johnny Sandman, is not exactly the type of person anyone would want to 
mix with.

Seoul Survivors
Foyle, Naomi

9781780875989

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

Mid Haven, New England, 1894.

Emma Appleby's ordered and loving existence comes to an abrupt and 
painful end with the death of her father. Her brother Laurence has no 
concern for her welfare and, at her wits' end, Emma plots her escape to 
the town in England where her father was born.

Miss Appleby’s Academy
Gill, Elizabeth

9781780878478

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

When Sam, Jackie and Anna successfully campaign to save their 
children's school lollipop lady, they are asked by a TV reporter if they 
fancy standing in the general election. It is, of course, a crazy idea: Sam's 
youngest son has an incurable disease, Jackie is desperate for another 
child and her mum is struggling with Alzheimers, Anna's teenagers - and 
marriage - are in danger of going off the rails. But sometimes the craziest 
ideas turn out to be the best.

Mummyfesto, The
Green, Linda

9781780875224

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$19.99

In the dead of night, in the pouring rain, a drunk driver smashes his car 
into a young man. He abandons the body at the side of the road, but the 
incident will set in motion a chain of events which will change his life 
forever. 

Soon Chief Inspector Van Veeteren, now retired from the Maardam police 
force, will face his greatest trial yet as someone close to him is, 
inexplicably, murdered.

Hour of the Wolf
Nesser, Hakan

9780330512596

Picador  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

Solomon Kugel has had enough of the past and its burdens. So, in the 
hope of starting afresh, he moved his family to a small rural town where 
nothing of import has ever happened. Sadly, Kugel's life isn't that simple. 
His family soon find themselves threatened by a local arsonist and his 
ailing mother won't stop reminiscing about the Nazi concentration camps 
she didn't actually suffer through. And when, one night, Kugel discovers a 
living, breathing, thought-to-be-dead specimen of history hiding in his 
attic, bad very quickly becomes worse.

Hope: A Tragedy
Auslander, Shalom

9781447207665

Picador  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

Ten years ago, Rachel had an affair. It left her life in pieces. Now, writing 
at her window, she tries to put those pieces together again. She has her 
memories, recollections of dreams, and her old yellow notebook. More 
than anything, she wants to be honest. Rachel knows that her memory is 
patchy and her notebook incomplete. But there is something else. 
Something terrible happened to her lover. Her account is hypnotic, 
delicate, disquieting and bold. But is she telling us the truth?

Signs of Life
Raverat, Anna

9780330544481

Tor UK  •  P/B (B)  •  Science Fiction

$19.99

Nurse Mercy Lynch is recently widowed, but the war has further 
unpleasant surprises in store. While working in a Confederate hospital, 
she receives word that her estranged father is dying and wants to see 
her. But reaching the far side of the country will be a harrowing adventure 
though war-torn border states. When her dirigible is shot out of the sky, 
Mercy is forced to join the mighty Union-operated steam engine known as 
the Dreadnought.

Dreadnought
Priest, Cherie

9781447225553

Tor UK  •  P/B (B)  •  Science Fiction

$19.99

Josephine Early, New Orleans brothel owner and Union spy, has a 
mission. And it might just end the Civil War. She must deliver Ganymede, 
an astonishing prototype submarine, to the North. But the giant war 
machine is at the bottom of a lake, no one has safely piloted it and she 
must sneak its huge bulk past enemy forces. Luckily, she knows the right 
man for the job. She hasn't seen former lover and air-pirate Andan Cly for 
years, but has a sweet job to tempt him back.

Ganymede
Priest, Cherie

9781447225560

Maclehose Press  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

Solitary, nostalgic Liz Crane returns to her family's now-deserted 
farmhouse to study the migratory habits of the Monarch butterfly.

A rich family history - all the anecdotes and blarney of successful Irish 
immigrants - is now tainted with sadness. Her cousin Amanda, a gifted 
military strategist, has been killed in Afghanistan, a loss foreshadowed by 
the earlier disappearance of her charismatic father.

Sanctuary Line
Urquhart, Jane

9780857386397

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Sagas

$24.95

One of the most famous love stories of all time 

Set against the dramatic backdrop of the American Civil War, Margaret 
Mitchell's magnificent historical epic is an unforgettable tale of love and 
loss, of a nation mortally divided and a people forever changed. Above 
all, it is the story of beautiful, ruthless Scarlett O'Hara and the dashing 
soldier of fortune, Rhett Butler.

Gone with the Wind
Mitchell, Margaret

9781447237587

Maclehose Press  •  P/B (B)  •  War & Combat Fiction

$19.99

World War One pilots were the knights of the sky, and the press and 
public idolised them as gallant young heroes.

At just twenty-three, Major Stanley Woolley is the old man and 
commanding officer of Goshawk Squadron. He abhors any notion of 
chivalry in the clouds and is determined to obliterate the decent, 
gentlemanly outlook of his young, public school-educated pilots - for their 
own good.

Goshawk Squadron
Robinson, Derek

9780857052247


